
There are two coexisting phonological systems in the language. The phonology of

the noun phrase is nearly the same as that of its French ancestor, a western dialect

of Canadian French used earlier by the Metis. It shows 14 vowels (10 oral and 4

nasal), and 23 consonants. (Mid vowels e and o have merged with i and u, as in Metis

French.) The phonology of the verb is that of Cree, with 7 vowels (3 short, 4 long)

and 10 consonants. The sounds)', £ r, /occur only in words from French, for example,

and clusters such as ht and hk occur only in words from Cree. Allophonic patterns

are distinct as well. Thus the vowel a in French-based words shows allophones [a] and

[ae], while the a in Cree-based words shows alternants [a] and [a]. There is slight

leakage between the two systems. A few vowels in the Cree-based vocabulary are

nasalized: Cree o:hi > Michif Uh t 'these*. The liason patterns of French, whereby

the final consonant of a word surfaces only before a following vowel, do not appear

in Michif. The system has been regularized by a reanalysis of boundaries between

articles and following nouns: Michif za:br 'tree' (French arbre 'tree', les arbres [lez

arbr] 'the trees'); lamuir 'love' (Vamour), nivroff 'drunkard' (un ivrogne), zafer

'business* (les affaires), hmlnomlzomltom 'man* (I'homme, un homme, les hommes),

lur/zur/nur 'bear* (fours, les ours, un ours). (French /' = 'the', un = 'a', les ='the.PL\)

Michif also shows sibilant harmony, whereby all sibilants in a word are either

alveolar (s, z) or palatal (s, i): Michif sez 'chair* (French chaise), sava:z 'Indian*

(French sauvage), zezy 'Jesus' (French Jesus). The harmony is <a result of the fact that

Cree does not distinguish the two, but it was not a direct effect. The leveling came

into Michif from Metis French, which had been influenced earlier by Cree.
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